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  Trainee through to  

Senior European Patent Attorneys  

Malmö, Lund, Stockholm and Gothenburg, Sweden 

 

Ström & Gulliksson embark on a nationwide recruitment campaign! 

We are proud to be able to represent Ström & Gulliksson in support of their national recruitment 

campaign, through all levels of career experience, to further strengthen this top tier multi-branch 

European firm.  

Since 2014, the firm has shown consistent growth – both in revenue and people. They have attracted 

talented individuals in all functions and their reputation remains strong. As we enter 2021, the offices in 

Malmö, Lund, Gothenburg and Stockholm are ready to hire additional attorneys at multiple levels within 

the firm to manage a broad array of clients – nationally and globally – as well as carry out a 

comprehensive gamut of patent matters, not only at a substantive level but also post-grant and 

litigation - Ström & Gulliksson are uniquely placed in the market with the engagement of their sister 

firm, Advokatbyrån Gulliksson – hence the attorneys also get exposure to contentious matters. 

Why Join: 

At the heart of Ström & Gulliksson is the focus on creating a strong team philosophy established by 

attorneys who are modest and confident in their abilities as exceptional practitioners in their profession. 

This can be evidenced by the many accolades the firm, and attorneys, have received in recent years. Yes, 

this is because of the quality of the attorneys in the firm but equally because of the quality of the client 

cases bestowed on the teams and the shared interest across the offices to do the best for their clients.  

What you need to bring to Ström & Gulliksson: 

Ström & Gulliksson has some compelling openings across Sweden and in this instance, one-size does 

not fit all. The professional competencies of an attorney – be that starting out on the career journey or 

someone who has developed multiple years of post-grant experience, are equally considered. But what 

remains so important to our client is for someone who can demonstrate a strong teamwork ethic, a high 

degree of emotional intelligence and someone who wants to do a great job for the benefit of the whole.  

We have had the pleasure of working with Ström & Gulliksson for almost ten years and we are proud 

of their achievements and to be part of their journey. They do not choose to shout this from the roof 

tops, so at times, we must do this for them! But simply speaking, they go about their business in a way 

upon which their clients have come to depend and who can entrust the future of their own commercial 

success.   
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